Formulate, answer, and cite evidence for one *significant* WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHY, WHEN, and HOW question based on your reading assignment.

### Who?

1. _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  ?
   
   Answer:  

   Textual evidence: "  
                      " pg/line # ___

### What?

2. _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  ?
   
   Answer:  

   Textual evidence: "  
                      " pg/line # ___

### Where?

3. _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  ?
   
   Answer:  

   Textual evidence: "  
                      " pg/line # ___
**Why?**

4. ___________________________________________________________________________________ ?
   
   **Answer:**

   Textual evidence: “” pg/line # ___

**When?**

5. ___________________________________________________________________________________ ?
   
   **Answer:**

   Textual evidence: “” pg/line # ___

**How?**

6. ___________________________________________________________________________________ ?
   
   **Answer:**

   Textual evidence: “” pg/line # ___